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Solution of the Kirkwood-Smoluchowski equation for a hard sphere fluid yields an expression 
for the viscosity which shows a dramatic pretransitional increase and a divergence at a number 
density close to that one observed in computer simulations and in colloidal dispersions. The value 
for the transition density stems from a boundary condition at the surface of the hard sphere in 
the configurational relative pair-space and makes use of the density dependence of the pair-
correlation function and of its derivative at the point of contact. 
Both computer calculations [1] and experiments 
with dispersions of colloidal particles [2] show that a 
fluid of hard spheres (under pressure) undergoes a 
phase transition liquid-solid at a number density 
(corresponding to a volume fraction of about 0.5) 
considerably lower than the close packing density 
(corresponding to the value 0.74). It is the purpose 
of this paper to point out that a theoretical tran-
sition density close to the observed value can be 
inferred from the divergence of the viscosity as 
based on the Kirkwood-Smoluchowski (KS) equa-
tion [3], Use is made of the density dependence of 
the Wertheim-Thiele equilibrium pair-correlation 
function [4] which — as such - does not give an 
indication of the phase transition fluid-solid. The 
pretransitional increase of the viscosity is reminis-
cent of the phenomenological expression due to 
Hildebrand [5], 
Kinetic Equation for the Pair-Correlation Function 
The point of departure is the KS-equation for the 
pair-correlation function g which depends on the 
time t and the vector ~r pointing from a reference 
particle to any other particle in the fluid. A dense 
fluid composed of spherical particles is considered 
first. The restriction to hard spheres is made later. 
In the presence of a linear flow velocity v = 7- (VF) 
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. S. Hess, Institut für Theore-
tische Physik, Technische Universität Berlin, PN 7-1, 
D-1000 Berlin 12. 
where Vr is the constant velocity gradient tensor, 
the KS-equation can be written as [3] 
Stf ^ ö S - „ 
— + 7 g + / = 0. 
0/ 0 r 0 ? J 
(1) 
The excess probability current density j is given by 
J 
0 e 
— g + (kBT)-]g — W or or (2) 
In (2), T is the temperature, kQ is Boltzmann's 
constant; the effective potential w is related to the 
equilibrium pair-correlation function geq (r) by 
w (/•) = - kB T In geq, (3) 
and r0 is a relaxation time linked with a (self) 
diffusion coefficient D and a friction coefficient ( 
by (ra is the mass of a particle) 
r 0 - l = 2 D r ö 2 = 2 k E T ( m O ^ r ö 2 (4) 
Here r0 is conveniently chosen reference length and 
it is understood that ? occuring in (1) and (2) is 
expressed in units of r0 . 
The main point to be presented here is the 
dramatic pretransitional increase of the viscosity 
which follows from the ansatz for the intermolecular 
potential consisting of a hard core and an attractive 
soft force, from the boundary conditions for j and 
the density dependence of gtq even for the case 
where the density dependence of r0 is disregarded. 
In previous studies on the flow-induced distortion 
of the structure of a fluid [6] and on the non-
Newtonian viscosity [7] the attention was focussed 
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on the effects caused by the flow term in (1), 
whereas the "damping term" of the KS-equation 
was simplified. Extensions and modifications [8, 9] 
of the KS-equation are disregarded here. 
Next, g is written as 
where V is a measure for the deviation of g from 
the equilibrium pair-correlation function geq. The 
quantity V is needed for the evaluation of the 
viscosity. Insertion of (5) into (1) with (2) and 
decomposition of the velocity gradient tensor Vr 
into its antisymmetric part cb = 1/2 V x r (vorticity) 
and its symmetric traceless part y (deformation rate) 
leads to 
T 0 + £ • - / j V ~ (A + V) V+ r0 0 E Q 1 / 2 f- AglZ *?) 
= - 2 r 0 (6) 
Here S stands for R x 6 / 8 ? and S is the symmetric 
traceless part of r 0/8?. Use has been made of the 
fact that geq depends only on the magnitude r of 7. 
The quantity V= V(r) stands for 
V(r) = (2kBT)-] Aw-(2kBTy2(w')2 
= g^/2J(gli2), (7) 
8 8 
A = — ~ •——, and the prime denotes the differ-
6 /• or 
entiation with respect to r. 
leads to a differential equation for the first order 
2-dimensional perturbation function from (6), viz. 
U + r 2 ^ + / m z 0 y ) V{2m) 
= (bm,i — S m < - ] ) ( - /'sin2 5) r(glq2) ' , (9) 
where 
Q Q 
= (sin ,9)-' — (sin , 9 ) - - 4m2(sin2 9)~K (11) 
Note that the terms involving the shear rate y on the 
r.h.s. of the first expression of (8) and on the l.h.s. of 
(9) stem from the deformation and the vorticity, 
respectively; the latter can be disregarded for a slow 
flow. It can be shown that the homogeneous solution 
of the differential equation (9) with the proper 
boundary conditions vanishes, thus y/1(2"!) = 0 for 
/77 =t= ± 1 . With the factor y r0 in (8) (which stems 
from the deformation rate tensor), the quantity 
V{2m) with 
m = + 1 is independent of y in this limit. 
In the next higher order in the deformation rate, 
terms with m = 0 and m = ± 2 are generated from 
(6) but they are disregarded here. 
An explicit solution of (9) can be given when 
Green's function pertaining to the differential 
operator and to the boundary conditions, as well as 
the equilibrium pair-correlation function geq are 
known. The viscosity can then be obtained as an 
integral over iF\±2). 
Approximations and Special Geometry 
Next, the solution of the inhomogeneous equation 
(6) is studied for a stationary situation ( d f / d t = 0) 
and in lowest order in the deformation rate tensor y. 
The special case of plane Couette flow with the 
velocity in .v-direction and its gradient in v-direction 
and the (constant) shear rate y = dvx/dy is con-
sidered next. The usual polar coordinates r, 5, (p are 
used. An expansion with respect to the deformation 
rate, 
X 
n = 0 
and (8) 
X 
^1= Z I^<2m)('% 3) ei2mv, 
m = - x 
Viscosity of a Dense Fluid of Hard Spheres 
The potential contribution to the nonequilibrium 
pressure tensor p of a fluid composed of particles 
interacting with the potential (j) = 4>(r) is 
P = - 1 nl /-Ö3 j ? ? /•-1 gl'q2 *P(?) d3/-, (12) 
where it is understood that ? is in units of the 
reference length r0 and the number density n0(=nrl) 
in units of rö3. For hard spheres with the diameter 
r0 (the distance of closest approach corresponds to 
/• = 1), one has 
(j>'gl/2{r) = -2kßTgl/2(\+)ö(r-l) 
since 
{exp [~ct>(2kBT)-]]}' = ö(r- 1), 
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and (12) leads to 
p = nl /-o 3 *B T j f f g£ (1 +)V(r)d2r. (13) 
Here r stands for the unit vector parallel to f. The 
viscosity rj is inferred from Pxy = — rj y, for its 
calculation the quantity *F, cf. (8), has to be obtained 
from the solution of (9). With V{r) in (10) treated 
as a perturbation. Green's function [10] to the 
differential equation (9) can be calculated for hard 
spheres subject to the boundary conditions 
j (/•) 0 for /• -> oo and r • j = 0 for r = 1; 
j is the excess probability current, cf. (2). In 
particular, for V= 0 and y -> 0 one finds [10] for the 
"potential contribution" to the viscosity 
n = ^ k ß T r 0 — x ( g e q ( l + ) y / 2 A - \ (14) 
with the volume fraction x = n rl n/6 = n0 n/6 and 
A = 1 - (6A'B7T> w'(1+) 
= l + ( l / 6 ) ^ q ( l + ) / ^ e q ( l + ) ; (15) 
for w see (3). The quantity A as given by (15) stems 
from the boundary condition at the point of contact 
(/-=1+). Equation (14) is an expression for the 
Newtonian viscosity at small shear rates. Terms 
involving powers of V(r) from (10) will give addi-
tional contributions to the viscosity but are not 
expected to remove the singularity at A — 0 which is 
looked upon as an indicator for the fluid-solid 
phase transition. 
Volume Fraction at the Fluid-Solid Phase Transition 
Due to (3) and (15), the condition A = 0 corre-
sponds to 
6 ^ e q d + ) + ^ q ( l + ) - 0 . (16) 
Insertion of the exact solution [4] of the Percus-
Yevick equation, 
£ e q ( l + ) = ( l + l /2.Y)(l- .Y)-2 , 
and 
g'eq(\+) = -9/2x (I + x)( l - a ) " 3 
into (16) leads to the equation 5x2 + 5x — 4 = 0, 
which, in turn, yields the value 
-y,= (1.05)1 / 2- 0.5 % 0.524695 (17) 
for the volume fraction .v at the fluid-solid phase 
transition as inferred from the divergence of the 
viscosity. The theoretical value (17) is remarkably 
close to the computer results [1] which are x ~ 0.494 
and A" ~ 0.545 for the volume fractions of the fluid 
and the coexisting fee solid of hard spheres; the 
densest packing corresponds to 0.7405. Experiments 
[2] on dispersions of (almost) hard spheres also yield 
x ~ 0.5 for the transition value of the volume 
fraction. 
It is to be noticed that the condition (16) is 
independent of the approximations which were 
introduced to calculate the viscosity coefficient (14). 
It is associated with the position of the singularity 
of the viscosity coefficient, which stems from the 
boundary condition at r = 1+. Moreover, the con-
dition (16) is also valid for molecules whose inter-
molecular potential is composed of a hard core and 
a week attractive force. 
Density Dependence of the Viscosity 
In Fig. 1, the "KS-viscosity" given by (14) is 
plotted as function of the volume fraction A. For 
comparison, the kinetic (direct momentum transfer: 
DMT) and collisional transfer (CT) contributions of 
the Enskog viscosity [14, 15] are also shown. All 
viscosity coefficients are in units of mc§d~2, where 
d is the diameter of a hard sphere and c0 = 
(kB T)U2 m~u2. The (reference) relaxation time r0 
occurring in (14) was specified as 
To = j co 2 w b d2 (18) 
with the Boltzmann collision frequency 
coB = 4nU2 n c0 d2\ 
n is the number density. Relation (18) follows from 
(4) with r0 = d and with the Boltzmann expression 
D = JCQCOb1. The quantity / [14, 15], which modi-
fies the collision frequency in the Enskog-Boltz-
mann theory was identified with geq(l+). At inter-
mediate densities (A ^ 0.3), our "collisional trans-
fer" contribution based on the KS equation does 
not differ much from the Enskog result. For higher 
densities (A ^ 0.4), however, (14) leads to consider-
ably larger values and to a dramatic pretransitional 
increase, which does not occur for the Enskog 
viscosity. 
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NEWTONIAN VISCOSITY FOR HARD SPHERES 
Fig. 1. Contribution to the viscosity r\ in units of m c0 d 2 
71 , 
as functions of the volume fraction .Y = — nd\ from 
6 
x = 0.3 to x = 0.5. The full curve is obtained from (14) with 
(18). The dashed and dotted curves are the collisional and 
direct momentum transfer contributions due to Enskog. 
In Fig. 2, the reciprocal of the sum of the kinetic 
contribution (DMT) and our viscosity (14) is plotted 
versus .v-1, which is proportional to the specific 
volume (Hildebrand plot). The corresponding 
Enskog expression - reciprocal of the sum of the 
kinetic (DMT) and the collisional transfer (CT) 
contributions of the viscosity — is also displayed. 
For comparison, experimental data [16] for Argon 
are shown (stars) where d was identified with the 
temperature independent Lennard-Jones diameter 
(3.4 A). Note that no adjustable parameter is 
involved. The agreement can even be improved by 
introducing a temperature dependent effective hard 
sphere diameter d, e.g. by & (d) = kB T where <£ (/•) 
is the Lennard-Jones potential. The approximations 
which led to (14) seem to be quite acceptable. 
Hess • Divergence of the Viscosity of a Fluid of Hard Spheres 
NEWTONIAN VISCOSITY FOR HARD SPHERES 
Fig. 2. Hildebrand plot: rj~l versus JC-1 for the present 
theory and the Enskog result. The stars mark experimental 
points for Argon where d was put equal to the temperature 
independent Lennard-Jones diameter. 
Concluding Remarks 
The expression (14) for the potential contribution 
to the viscosity of a hard sphere fluid shows a pre-
transitional increases qualitatively similar to that 
found in many liquids [2] (under pressure); the 
divergence of 77 occurs close to the observed tran-
sition density. 
The present analysis can and indeed been carried 
out [10] to study nonlinear flow properties: shear 
rate dependence of the viscosity and normal pres-
sure differences. For small and intermediate shear 
rates 7, the non-newtonian viscosity shows shear 
thinning behavior similar to that found in computer 
simulations for hard [11] and soft [12, 13] spheres. 
The occurrence of shear-induced spatial structures 
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[11, 13] is not expla ined by the present app roach . 
Fo r high shear rates a shear th ickening behav io r is 
predicted. An extension of the present theory to 
f luids of oriented nonspher ica l part icles [17] wi th 
appl icat ions to nemat i c l iquid crystals is des i rab le 
and seems to be feasible. 
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